
DOGS
BABIES

pricing and packages

&

INITIAL CONSULTATION    175

TRAINING SESSIONS    90

60-90 minute consultation (in-person if London based, online for those
further afield) to discuss lifestyle, any behaviour issues, establish our
goals and advise on training packages. From this I create your bespoke
training plan and follow up notes!

Together, we'll work on the behaviours and goals outlined in your training
plan, adjusting where necessary and coaching you throughout. A follow
up session summary will be sent to you, along with access to additional
resources from both Family Paws and Huxley & Hooch.

3X SESSIONS    265
5X SESSIONS    435
7X SESSIONS    605
10X SESSIONS   850
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TRAINING PACKAGES
Following the initial consultation, a package of training sessions is
recommended in order to keep training consistent and achieve the best
results. 

Supported with
resources from 

SINGLE ADVISORY SESSION    130- £
Troubleshooting service for those who have very minimal
time before baby's arrival and need to understand priority
safety management, and/or as a safe space to ask advice
and alleviate concerns. 



WHAT MIGHT TRAINING LOOK LIKE
FOR AN EXPECTANT PARENT?

STAGE ONE " 
FIRST TRIMESTER

Creating a plan of action to address
any unwanted behaviours,
particularly focussing on those that
may have a negative impact in
relation to your baby or your mental
health around this.
Teaching / refreshing skills that will
be of benefit to life with a baby
around.
Developing an understanding of any
of your dog's sensitivities and
putting processes in place to
address these.

As the service is bespoke, everyone's process will look slightly different, however the
below will hopefully give you an idea of the topics you will cover in a general sense.

As with all dog training, the outcome of our work together will be highly dependent on your
consistency and commitment to working on our plan with your dog outside of sessions, as

well as the nature of any pre-existing behavioural issues.

STAGE TWO " 
SECOND TRIMESTER

Practicing for future
situations! Preparing your dog
for changes in your body
language and behaviour when
baby arrives.
Become experts in safety,
management and appropriate
levels of interaction.
Building confidence,
understanding and boundaries
around baby equipment.

STAGE THREE " THIRD TRIMESTER
Planning, planning, planning! I'll help you think about
logistics + provide top tips for every scenario.
Together, we'll create a plan for the bit you're probably
most excited / apprehensive about - bringing baby home! 
Preparation for the first few weeks, from building positive
associations to practical tips to feel in control in day to
day life with a dog and a baby. 


